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Copyright © 2018 Xiamen MicroMatch Electronic Information Technology Co., Ltd. 

Any part of this manual, including text, pictures and images, belongs to Xiamen MicroMatch Electronic 

Information Technology Co., Ltd. or its subsidiaries (hereinafter referred to as "the Company" or 

"MicroMatch"). Without written permission, no company or person may extract, copy, translate or modify 

all or part of this Manual in any way. 

About this Manual 

The products described in this manual are only for sale and use in Mainland China. 

This manual is used as a guide. The photos, images, charts, illustrations, etc. provided in the manual are 

only for the purpose of explanation and explanation. There may be differences with specific products. 

Please take the matter as the standard. Due to the upgrade of this product version or other needs, the 

company may update this manual. If you need the latest version of the manual, please visit the company's 

official website (www.micromat.cc). 

Trademark Description 

 

It is a registered trademark of MicroMatch. Other trademarks covered in this manual are 

owned by their owners. 

Statement of Responsibility 

 To the maximum extent permitted by law, the products described in this manual (including their 

hardware, software, firmware, etc.) are provided "as is" and may have defects, errors or faults. The 

Company does not provide any form of express or implied warranties, including but not limited to 

marketability, quality satisfaction, suitability for specific purposes, non-infringement of third party 

rights, etc. Nor will it compensate for any special, incidental, accidental or indirect damage caused by 

the use of this manual or the use of the products, including but not limited to the loss of business 

profits, data or documents. 

 If you connect your product to the Internet at your own risk, including but not limited to possible 

network attacks, hacker attacks, virus infection, etc., the Company will not be responsible for the 

abnormal work of the product, information disclosure and other problems caused by this, but the 

Company will provide you with relevant technical support in a timely manner. 

 When using this product, please strictly follow the applicable laws. If this product is used to infringe 

the rights of third parties or for other improper purposes, the company will not assume any 

responsibility. 

 If the contents of this manual conflict with the applicable laws, the legal provisions shall prevail. 

Contact Information 

Technical Support 

Business Contact 
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Introduction 

 

This manual is a hardware manual for MicroMatch smart cameras. You can quickly master the hardware 

structure and cable definition of smart cameras by this manual. In order to better understand and use the 

performance and function of related products, please read this manual carefully before using the products. 

Symbolic Agreement 

Description of symbols appearing in the manual. 

Symbols 
Description 

Description 
Supplement and explain the text. 

Attention 
Remind users of some important operations or prevent potential injuries 

and property losses. 

Warning 
There are potential risks, which, if not avoided, may cause injury 

accidents, device damage or business interruption. 

Danger 
There is a high potential risk. If it is not avoided, it may cause a major 

risk of casualties. 

Security matters 

 

Attention 

 

 When installing, repairing and maintaining products, remember to cut off the power supply first. 

 Please use the power adapter provided by a regular manufacturer. Please refer to the product 

parameter table for specific power requirements. 

 The periphery of the product shall ensure smooth ventilation and heat dissipation. 

 Please do not place the product in damp, insolated and other adverse environment for a long time. 

 Keep the product clean. Do not wipe it directly with water, alcohol, etc. Use a rag dipped in neutral 

detergent to wring it dry and wipe it. 

 Please keep the original packaging materials of the products properly so that in case of problems, it is 

convenient to pack and send them back to our company for handling. If the original packaging does 

not cause accidental damage during transportation, the company will not assume any responsibility. 
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Warning 

 

 During the installation and use of products, various safety regulations of the country and the use area 

must be strictly observed. 

 During installation and disassembly, please be sure to cut off the power supply and do not operate 

with electricity. 

 Please fix the product firmly during installation to prevent the product from falling from a height and 

moving the position. 

 If the product emits smoke, peculiar smell and noise, please turn off the power supply immediately 

and contact our company. 

 If the product fails, please contact our company for repair and do not disassemble or modify the 

product in any form. If unauthorized disassembly or modification leads to product problems, the 

company will not assume any responsibility. 

 Do not install or place the product on occasions with excessive vibration and impact. 

 Do not parallel or tie the product connection line with the power line or other high-voltage lines. 
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1. Software Introduction 

MicroMatch smart camera software is independently developed by MicroMatch Company. It has a 

series of functions such as image acquisition, image preprocessing, template matching, edge finding, 

circle finding, Blob analysis, defect detection, geometric measurement, OCR identification, serial 

communication, TCP communication, Modbus communication, distortion correction, calibration, 

interface editing, etc. Adhering to the tenet of simplicity, ease of use, complete functions, high efficiency 

and stability, we can quickly customize and realize machine vision solutions for customers. 

 

运行环境 Operating Environment 

嵌入式 Arm 架构 Embedded Arm Architecture 

X86、X64 架构 X86, X64 Architecture 

Running Environment Configuration 

Operating System 

Hardware Platform 

No. Operating 

Environment 

Comments 

1 Embedded Arm 

Architecture 

For example, the smart camera body 

2 X86 and X64 

architectures 

For example, various types of PCs, 

servers, industrial control computers 

No. Operating Environment Comments 

1 Windows Family Win7 and above 

2 Fedora Series Each distribution 

3 Ubuntu Series Each distribution 
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2. Software Installation Connection 

When purchasing a smart camera, a special software package will be attached (or download 

http://www.micromat.cc/from the official website), as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: After Software Decompression 

平台版本 Platform Version 

相机端 Camera end 

智能相机客户端 Smart Camera Client 

After decompressing it to any directory, if the smart camera is connected, please open the smart camera 

client on the figure. If you are connecting an industrial camera, please open the platform version on the 

figure. 

After entering the folder, find the panel_view. Exe icon as shown in the figure, and double-click to open 

the software: 

 

 

2.1. Smart camera 

2.1.1. Connect smart camera 

Connect the host computer through the network cable. After the software is opened, click Find. The 

picture is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: After opening, the software interface 

 

Figure: panel_view. Exe 
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Camera1 is the smart camera found, just click connect. 

2.1.2. Upgrade of smart camera 

MicroVision software will be continuously upgraded and maintained, and the smart camera side of Arm 

architecture also needs to be continuously upgraded and maintained. For the normal use of the software, 

please ensure that the software version is consistent with the smart camera side version. The upgrade 

steps are shown in the figure: 

 

 

 

Figure: Upgrade Steps 
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1) Open FilePack.exe under the smart camera client; 

2) Search and connecting that smart camera; 

3) Switch to that "camera program" column; 

4) Click "Select File"; 

5) In the pop-up window, find the camera folder under the software root directory, select the fpk file 

(smart camera upgrade file) inside, and click the "Open" key; 

6) Select "update camera" and "yes" and wait for that upgrade to be complete; 

7) After the upgrade is completed, the power is cut off and the smart camera is restarted, and the upgrade 

is completed. 

 

3. Preview Interface 

 

Figure: Preview interface 

The preview interface consists of 1. Mode key, 2. Camera client, 3. Device IP or name, 4. Warning 

message, 5. Toolbar, 6. Preview display, etc. 

3.1. Mode key 
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3.1.1. Split screen mode/tab mode 

The split screen mode can display different connected devices in the same screen. 

The default status is "Tab Mode", and the interface is as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Four IP Devices 

At this time, click "split screen mode" and the interface will become as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Split Screen Mode 

 

Swap the two windows sequentially. 

: Set the number of windows per row. 

: Enlarge or reduce the corresponding window to full screen 
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3.1.2. Multi-camera start-up 

After opening the camera software, the software can automatically connect the set camera device, and the 

setting interface is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Multi-camera Startup Window 

 

The operation steps are as follows: 

1) Enter the IP and port number of the corresponding camera device 

2) Click Add Camera after the input is completed, as shown in the figure, 4 camera devices have been 

added 

3) After the addition is completed, check the screen status after startup according to the requirements. 

4) Click Save Configuration. 
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3.1.3. Local configuration 

 

Figure: Local Configuration Window 

1) Touch Enable: Turn touch enable on or off 

2) Global Configuration Enable: Turn Global Configuration Enable on or off 

3) Display Columns on Split Screens: Set the number of windows in each column 

4) Hide Toolbar: Hide Toolbar 

5) Bomb Mask Enable: Hide MicroMatch icon, etc 

6) ip display on the tab page: the ip or name of the corresponding device is display in the tab column 

 

3.1.4. Full-screen password setting 

 

Figure: Full Screen Password Window 

Operating Steps: 

1) Check Full Screen Password Enable 

2) Create Password 

3) Click OK 
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4) Passwords can only be numeric 

After clicking the full screen key, the software will hide all label bars and toolbars, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Full Screen Key Position 

 

Figure: Full Screen Display Status 

3.2. Camera client 

 

Figure: Camera Client 

Click the Camera Client key  to enter the interface, and click Find to select the corresponding IP 

connection or disconnect the smart camera or device. 

3.3. Toolbar 

 

Figure: Toolbar 

1) Preview: Camera work preview interface; 

2) System Setting: Please refer to 4. System Setting for details 

3) Camera Setting: Please refer to 5. Camera Setting for details 
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4) Algorithm Editing: Please refer to 6. Algorithm Editing for details 

5) Configuration Editing: Please refer to 7. Configuration Editing for details 

6) : Run the camera 

7) : Select Camera to Run 

8) Login: perform management login. For details, please refer to 4.3.2. Permission Management 

 

4. System Setting 

4.1. Integration 

4.1.1 System setting 

 

Figure: System Setting 

1) Update System Information Enable: Switch for System Upgrade on Camera Side 

2) System Information Time Interval: Warning Information Prompt Interval 

3) Log Storage Days: set log storage days (0 ~ 31) 

4) I/O Output Mode: High/Low Output Signal 

5) Warning Output Enable: Switch that outputs signals through I/O after the camera crashes 

6) Warning Lamp Position: Warning I/O Signal Output Corresponding Trigger Wire 
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7) Warning output mode: flicker/constant output signal 

8) Camera working IO output position: I/O signal output corresponding trigger line when in working 

mode 

9) Camera Operation IO Output Enable: Switch that outputs signals through I/O when the camera is in 

operation mode 

10) Switching Project Delay: sets the switching project delay. 

 

4.1.2 Project management 

The function of project management is to create, update, clone, import, export, delete and open projects. 

The mouse clicks on the project management and jumps out of the following figure: the project 

management window, initially there is only Default one project, remember not to use Default project, 

which is used by the manufacturer TEST. 

 

Figure: Project Management 

4.1.2.1 New Project 

The steps of the new project are shown in the figure: 
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Figure: New Project Steps 

1) Move the mouse to the project management window, and right-click to select New Project from the 

pop-up drop-down box 

2) The “Create New Project” window will pop up. Set the project name and template according to the 

requirements. Here, set the project name as One and default template by default. Then click “Create” to 

create the project. 

4.1.2.2 Cloning engineering 

The cloning project can copy or back up the existing project. The following is the cloning of the project 

"One". The operation is shown in the figure: 

  

 

Figure: Cloning Engineering Steps 

1) Move the mouse to the project name "One", click the right mouse key, and select "Clone Project" from 

the pop-up drop-down menu 
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2) The “Clone Project” window will pop up. Set the project name according to the requirements. The 

default project name here is “One-clone” and click “Create” to create the project. 

4.1.2.3 Export project 

Export project exports project files in cpk format for backup or copying to other camera devices. The 

project file includes "logical file", "camera configuration file" and "interface configuration file". You can 

also capture pictures when exporting the project according to requirements and package the obtained 

pictures into the file. The specific operation of exporting  "One" project is shown in the figure: 

  

Figure: Export Project 

 

Logic File: Algorithm Logic Engineering File. 

Camera Profile: Camera Parameter Profile. 

Interface Profile: Preview Interface UI Profile 

1) Move the mouse to the project name "One", click the right mouse key, and select "Export Project" from 

the pop-up drop-down menu 

2) In the pop-up window, select the corresponding project according to the requirements. Here, select the 

project "One" 

3) Select the camera according to the requirements, here select "Camera _ 1" 

4) If you need to save the TEST of the pictures, you can click "Catch Pictures" and get several pictures 

after clicking several times. 

5) Click "Export Project" to export the cpk file to the specified folder (cpk is the camera backup file) 

 

4.1.2.4. Import project 

"Import Project" can load the CPK file exported before. The specific operation is shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Import Project 

1) Right-click the Project Management window to select Import Project from the pop-up drop-down 

menu 

2) Select the previously exported cpk file, as shown in the figure, and click Open 

3) A new project "Project-1" has been added to the project management window, and its "Logic File", 

"Camera Profile", "Interface Profile" and "One" projects are consistent 

 

4.1.3 Time setting 

You can manually modify the time and date, or synchronize the PC time. 

4.1.4 Network setting 

The default IP address for smart cameras is 192.168. 0.123. To change the IP address, the following 

method is adopted: 

4.1.4.1. Change IP in camera software 

Find the network setting in the system setting, as shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Network Setting 

Right-click the number you want to change, enter the changed number, and click "OK". 

4.1.4.2. Change IP in non-camera software 

Locate FilePack.exe in the software directory and open it, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Packaging Tool 

1) Click Search to search for the camera 

2) After searching for the camera, click "Connect" 

3) Modify the address in the Static Setting window 

4) Click Apply to confirm the address modification 

 

4.1.5. Startup Setting 

Set the starting state of the corresponding camera (external trigger/soft trigger/communication 

trigger/continuous operation/idle state) 
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Figure: Startup Setting 

 

4.1.6. I/O TEST 

Output/Input of Manual TEST I/O Signal. 

 

Figure: I/O TEST 

 

4.1.7 Camera management 

Add/Remove Camera Devices 
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4.2 Communications 

4.2.1. Save picture setting (Ftp) 

 

Figure: Save Picture Setting (FTP) 

You can upload the picture to the remote server by setting IP, port number, user name and password, and 

then opening FTP switch. Uploading the remote server requires a software. 

When using the Save Picture function, a "Save Picture" module needs to be added to the operation 

module in the algorithm interface. The specific setting are as follows: 

 

Figure: Save Image 

1) Drag and dropping an image save module into that algorithm module; 

2) Associate "Image task. Picture"; 

3) Set the storage position as FTP; 

4) Select the saving type and set the saving name; 

5) Click "Save Image. Run"; 

4.2.2 Serial port setting 

The 5000 series and 4000 series are set one step more than the 6000 series. First jump to "System 

Setting-System Setting-Data Bus Switching" and switch it to "Data". It is better to restart the camera, as 
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shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: 5000 Series Serial Port Data Bus Switching 

After the data bus switching is completed, the following setting are the same as those of the 6000 series. 

Jump to "System Setting-Serial Port Setting", as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Serial Port Setting 

Serial port setting can be used in the following ways 

Open  as shown in the figure  
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Right-click  to select Admin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select  

 

Figure: Setting Serial Port 

 

Figure: Device Manager 
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Select  and click the left triangle 

 

Select  and right-click to select Properties  to pop up the selected port 

setting as shown in the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set the camera end and software according to this parameter as shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure: Port 

 

Figure: Port Setting 
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Serial communication has been built up successfully  and that software send a 123 to the camera 

 

 

 

The camera sends an A to the software as shown in the figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the communication is built, it is used with algorithm editing, communication module 

 and serial port input and output. 

4.2.3 ModBus setting 

4.2.3.1. MudbusTcp protocol 

Taking the MudbusTcp client as an example, first jump to "System Setting-Modbus Setting", as shown in 

 

Figure: COM Source Setting 

 

 

Figure: Camera Sends Data 
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the figure: 

 

Figure: MudbusTcp Client Setting 

1) Click to select TCP Client; 

2) Change that IP address, port number and slave station address as require, and the number of registers 

defaults to "0"; 

3) Click “OK” to take effect. 

4.2.3.2. MudbusRTU protocol 

Take MudbusRTU master station as an example. First, you need to set the serial port setting first, and then 

go to "System Setting-Modbus Setting", as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: MudbusRTU Master Station Setting 

1) Click to select "RTU Master Station"; 

2) Change the address of the slave station as require, and the number of registers is "0" by default; 

3) Click “OK” to take effect. 
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4.2.3.4. Use of Mudbus setting 

A. The camera is set as a serial modbus client, as shown in the figure: 

Then carry out camera serial port setting serial port setting. See the above serial port communication 

setting for serial port setting. 

Open the modbus server debugging assistant , as shown in the following figure: 

 

 

Figure: RTU Master Station 

 

Figure: Modbus Slave 
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Select  and then select , as shown in the following figure:  

Click , as shown below 

 

 

Figure: Connection Setting 

 

Figure: Successful Connection 
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Click  and select  the following figure 

Slave Station Address  

Communication Format Setting  

Register Start Address  

Number of registers  

We know the address of the PLC read data and the number of registers 

 

Figure: Parameter Setting 
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Select the communication module in the interface to open and drag 

 out. You can select input or output 

as shown in the following figure: 

 

 

The starting address of PLC is 0, the output address is set to 0 , the output 

 

Figure: Modbus Module Setting 
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data , write  and data format 

types are the same as those of PLC , the 

number of registers is set to 1 , and the data received by PLC is shown in the 

following figure 

 

 

The communication can be written normally. 

The camera reads the register data, the read starting address , the read format

, and the read data are shown in the figure, which means 

that the read is normal and the communication construction is completed. 

 

Figure: Data Received 
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B. The camera is set as a serial port modbus server. 

 

Then make system setting-serial port setting (please refer to the above for serial port setting). 

After setting up the camera end, open the modbus client debugging software.  

 

Figure: Modbus Module-Output Data 

 

Figure: RTU Slave Station 
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Select the debugging software setting  and camera communication  and 

then open it. 

 

 

Figure: Modbus Poll 

 

Figure: Connection Setting 
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The setting  are the same as those of the camera.  

 

Click  to connect the camera as shown in the following figure. 

Then set the register position to read the data, select  and then select  to 

open it, as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure: Successful Connection 
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Slave Station Address  

Communication Format Setting  

Register Start Address  

Number of registers  

Assuming that the debugging software is PLC, we know the address of PLC reading data and the number 

of registers. 

 

Figure: Parameter Setting 
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Select the communication module in the interface to open  and drag 

 out.  You can select input or output as shown in 

the following figure. 

 

 

The starting address of PLC is 0, the output address is set to 0 , the output data 

, write  and data format types are 

the same as those of PLC  , and the register 

is set to 1 . Click to run as shown in the following figure 

 

Figure: Function Selection 
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The communication can be written normally. 

Input Address 1 into Data 6, the camera reads the register data, the read starting address 

, the read format , and the read 

data as shown in the figure, indicating that the read is normal and the communication construction is 

completed. 

 

 

Figure: Successful Data Transmission 
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C. Camera TCP modbus client setup 

Note: The IP address of my computer is 192.168. 0.13, so set the IP address in the above figure. 

Open the modbus server debugging assistant , as shown in the following figure 

 

Figure: Communication Successful 

 

Figure: TCP Client 
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Select  and then select , as shown in the following figure. 

Click , as shown below 

 

Figure: Modbus Slave 

 

Figure: Connection Setting 
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Click  and select  the following figure 

Slave Station Address  

 

Figure: Successful Connection 

 

Figure: Parameter Setting 
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Communication Format Setting  

Register Start Address  

Number of registers  

We know the address of the PLC read data and the number of registers 

Select the communication module in the interface to open  and drag 

 out.  You can select input or output as shown in 

the following figure. 
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The starting address of PLC is 0, the output address is set to 0 , the output 

data , write  and data format 

types are the same as those of PLC  , the 

number of registers is set to 1 , and the data received by PLC is shown in the 

following figure 

 

Figure: Receiving Data 

 

Figure: Function Selection 
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The communication can be written normally. 

The camera reads the register data, the read starting address , the read format 

, and the read data are shown in the figure, which means 

that the read is normal and the communication construction is completed. 

 

D. The camera is set as the TCP modbus server 

After setting up the camera end, open the modbus client debugging software.  

 

Figure: Communication Successful 

 

Figure: TCP Server 
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Select the debugging software setting and camera communication  and then select 

to open it. 

Set the IP address to the camera IP address, and the port number is the same as the port number set by the 

camera. 

 

Figure: Modbus Poll 

 

Figure: Connection Setting 
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Click  to connect the camera as shown in the following figure. 

Then set the register position to read the data, select  and then select to open 

it, as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure: Setting IP Address 

 

Figure: Successful Connection 
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Slave Station Address  

Communication Format Setting  

Register Start Address  

Number of registers  

Assuming that the debugging software is PLC, we know the address of PLC reading data and the number 

of registers. 

 

Figure: Parameter Setting 
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Select the communication module in the interface to open  and drag 

 out.  You can select input or output as shown in the 

following figure. 

The starting address of PLC is 0, and the output address is set to 0 . The output 

data , write  and data format types 

are the same as those of PLC  . Click to run as shown in the following 

figure 

 

Figure: Function Selection 
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The communication can be written normally. 

The camera reads the register data, the read starting address , the read format 

, and the read data are shown in the figure, which means 

that the read is normal and the communication construction is completed. 

4.2.4.1. MudbusInfo window setting 

As shown in the figure, if data is read and written in Modbus address 0, ModbusInfo setting steps are as 

follows: 

 

Figure: Successful Data Transmission 

 

Figure: Communication Successful 
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Figure: ModbusInfo Setting Window 

1) Move the mouse to the address of ModbusMaster_0 and double-click the left mouse key to modify the 

address to 0 

2) The type can be changed according to the requirement, which is Signed by default 

3) Function here defaults to 03 Read Holding Registers (4x) 

4) The interval time of single Modbus information and the cycle interval time of Modbus list can be 

modified according to requirements 

5) Click Save to save the setting 

6) Enable read and write Modbus information to ON 

 

4.2.4.2. MudbusInfo configuration setting 

After the MudbusInfo window is set, then set the configuration interface. The operation steps are shown 

in the figure: 
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Figure: ModbusInfo Configuration Setting 

 

Figure: Modbus Data Connection Setting 

1) Drag the Numbers and Universal Controls controls into the interface 

2) Right-click to select the "Number" control, and then left-click to click Data Connect 

3) Enter the interface as shown in the figure, and select Modbus information in the upper left corner with 

the left mouse key 

4) Select "Value-Variable" on the right with the left mouse key, and the column of tables will turn blue 

5) Right-click the yellow part ModbusMaster_0 

6) Click Close in the upper right corner to close the window 

7) Click Save in the upper right corner to save the setting 
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8) Universal Control is set as in the above steps 

4.2.4.3. Enable Mudbus communication 

As shown in the figure, Modbus communication has four communication options. Choose TCP server to 

operate. The steps are as follows: 

 

Figure: Modbus Setting 

  

 

 

Figure: Modbus Simulator Setting 

1) Select TCP server with the left mouse key, port number and slave address can be modified according to 

the actual situation, select default here, 

Then confirm 

2) As shown in the figure, open the Modbus simulator master station (Poll), and click Connection to open 

the Connection Setup window 
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3) Connection Select Modbus TCP/IP 

4) Enter the camera IP address in IP Address Node Name. The current camera IP address is 192.168. 

0.140. Please enter it according to the actual situation 

5) Server Port is set to 502 

6) Select IPv4 

7) Click OK 

 

4.2.4.4. Start ModbusInfo, TEST 

A series of steps have been set before. Now the TEST ModbusInfo function is started. As shown in the 

figure, the software jumps to the preview interface and then reads and writes Modbus. The operation steps 

are as follows: 

 

Figure: Enter a numerical value into Modbus address 

1) Move the mouse to the "Number" control, click the right mouse key, enter 100 in the pop-up window, 

and click OK 

2) Observe the Modbus simulator, as shown in the figure, and the value in address 0 changes from 0 to 

100 

 

 

Before change 
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After change 

Figure: Modbus Value Changes 

4.2.5 Communication setting 

You can find the location of Communication Setting in the following two ways: 

 

Figure: Communication Setting 

A. Network communication, camera as client 

 

Figure: Camera as Client 
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1) Communication Setting-select Client-click Reset-set the IP address of the server to the IP address of 

the other party and the port number to the port number of the other party's IP address 

2) Open another software  build server-select TCPserver, and click Create-Set port number 

(just set the same port number for client and server)-Click OK 

 

 

 

Figure: Communication Successful 
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3) Return to the "Communication Setting" interface-click "Enable Client"-click "OK"-If the connection is 

successful, "Connected" will be displayed on the interface. 

4) In the Send Data box, enter the data to send, and click Send 

5) The data sent by the client can be received in the software of the server, which indicates that the 

communication of the camera as the client has been successfully built. Similarly, the server can also send 

the data to the client 

6) After the communication is built, data is sent and receive in coordination with 

"communication-network port input/network port output" in algorithm edit. 

 

B. Network communication, camera as the server set 
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Figure: Communication Successful 

 

1) "Communication Setting"-"Server"-Enter the listening port number, and then click "Reset" 

2) Open  -Select TCP Client, click Create-Enter the camera IP address and camera 

monitoring port number, and click OK-Connect 

3) After the connection is successful, the client and the server can send and receive data to each other, 

which means that the camera is completed as the server's communication construction. 

4) After the communication is built, data is sent and received in coordination with 

"communication-network port input/network port output" in algorithm editing. 

4.2.6. Communication switching engineering configuration 

      

Figure: Setting Switch Mode 

As shown in the above figure, the camera communication switching engineering configuration can be 
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divided into 

1) TcpServerSwitch (Network Port Switching Camera as Server) 

2) TcpClientSwitch (Network Port Switching Camera as Client) 

3) InputSwitch (External io Input Switch) 

4) SerialSwitch 

5) ModbusSwitch (Modbus Switch) 

 

The following describes the implementation method using communication debugging assistant 

respectively: 

1) TcpServerSwitch (camera as server) 

① System Setting Communication Setting Server Listening Port Setting Change Camera Port to 10000 

 

Figure: Communication Setting-Server 

② Open the Socket debugging tool and create a client. Fill in the camera IP as shown in the following 

figure: 127.0.0.1, port number 10000 

 

Figure: Client Setting 

After clicking to confirm the connection, both the software and the camera can see the successful 
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connection as shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure: Successful Connection 

③ System Setting-Project Management, Creating 2 Projects, Project-1, Project-2 

 

Figure: Creating Project 
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④ Return to the configuration of the communication switching project, set the switching mode and select 

TcpServerSwitch. Click Add Object to add the above projects in turn. The value of Server Primary Key is 

the string to be sent by the switching project. Click Save Configuration to change the switching project 

enable from off to on 

   

 

Figure: Turn on TcpServerSwitch 

 

⑤ You can switch these three projects at will by sending strings in the Socket debugging tool, such as 

sending ServerEvent-1, the project switches from the current project-2 to Default, and so on 
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Figure: Socket Send String 

 

2) TcpClientSwitch (camera as client) 

① Open the Socket debugging tool and create a server. Fill in the port number 60000 as shown in the 

following figure, and click OK 

 

Figure: Socket Server 

② System Setting Communication Setting Client Reset, Fill in Server IP and Port Number, 192.168. 0.20, 

60000, click OK to enable the client 
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Figure: Communication Setting-Client 

After connecting, both the Socket debugging tool and the camera end can see the successful connection as 

shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure: Successful Connection 
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③ System Setting-Project Management, Creating 2 Projects, Project-1, Project-2 

 

Figure: Creating Project 

④ Return to the configuration of the communication switching project, set the switching mode and select 

TcpClientSwitch. Click Add Object to add the above projects in turn. The value of Client Primary Key is 

the string to be sent by the switching project. Click Save Configuration to change the switching project 

enable from off to on 

          

 

Figure: Turn on TcpClientSwitch 

⑤ You can switch these three projects at will by sending strings in the Socket debugging tool, such as 

sending ClientEvent-1, the project will switch from the current project-2 to Default, and so on 
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Figure: Sending Data, Switching Engineering 

3) InputSwitch (external io input) 

① System Setting-Project Management, Creating 2 Projects, Project-1, Project-2 

 

Figure: Creating Project 

② Return to the communication switching project configuration, set the switching mode and select 

InputSwitch. Click Add Object to add the above projects in turn. The value of Input Status is the io signal 

to be given by the switching project. Click Save Configuration to change the switching project enable 

from off to on 

  

Figure: Turn on InputSwitch 
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③ When the signals given by the external device are 1, 2 and 4, the three projects can be switched 

arbitrarily by inputting 3 signals exactly corresponding to the io box x1, x2 and x3 of the camera. If x1 

signals are sent, the projects will be switched from the current project-2 to Default, and so on 

 

4) SerialSwitch 

① System Setting-Project Management, Creating 2 Projects, Project-1, Project-2 

 

Figure: Creating Project 

② Return to the configuration of the communication switching project, set the switching mode and select 

SerialSwitch. Click Add Object to add the above projects in turn. The value of Serial Port Primary Key is 

the string to be sent by the switching project. Click Save Configuration to change the switching project 

enable from off to on 

  

Figure: Turn on SerialSwitch 

③ Insert the serial port line into the RS232 of the camera and the other end into the computer. An 

example is the USB to serial port shown in the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: Access Serial Port Line 
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④ System setting, serial port setting, set baud rate, data bits, stop bits, check bits, and open the serial port, 

as shown in the following figure 

⑤ View the string slogan in the Computer Device Manager, change the properties, and the port setting 

are the same as those on the camera side. 

 

Figure: Port Setting 

⑥ Open the CAT serial port assistant, and the com port is set as the display serial port of the device 

manager. The baud rate, data bit, stop bit and check bit are the same as those set at the camera end. Open 

the serial port, as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure: COM Source Setting 

⑦ In the CAT debugging tool, you can switch these 3 projects at will by sending strings, such as sending 

SerialEvent-1, the project will switch from the current project-2 to Default, and so on 
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Figure: Sending Data, Switching Engineering 

5) ModbusSwitch (Modbus Switch) 

①System Setting-Project Management, Creating 2 Projects, Project-1, Project-2 

 

Figure: Creating Project 

② Return to the configuration of the communication switching project, set the switching mode and select 

ModbusSwitch. Click Add Object to add the above projects in turn. The ModbusSwitch value is the value 

to be sent by the switching project. Click Save Configuration to change the switching project enable from 

off to on 

   

Figure: Turn on ModbusSwitch 
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③Modbus switching is divided into camera RTU slave station and camera Tcp server 

【1】 A. Camera RTU slave station, connect the serial port line, set baud rate, data bit, stop bit and 

check bit there in the serial port setting, and open the serial port 

B. Check the string slogan in the computer device manager, change the attributes, and the port setting are 

the same as those on the camera side. 

 

Figure: Port Setting 

C. Open Modbus Poll, click Connection, and set it as shown in the following figure. The port setting is 

the same as that at the camera end 

 

Figure: Connection Setting 

D. In Modbus Poll tool, write 1 for SlaveID, 100 for Address, and 1, 2, and 3 for value. If 1 is sent, the 

project will be switched from the current project-2 to Default, and so on 
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Figure: Sending Data, Switching Engineering 

【2】 A. Camera Tcp server, the port number defaults to 502, click OK 

 

Figure: Tcp server 

B. Open Modbus Poll, click Connection, press the setting shown below, select Tcp, fill in camera ip and 

port, and click OK 
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Figure: Connection Setting 

C. Change Address to 100, Slave ID to 1, and click OK 

 

Figure: Parameter Setting 

D. In Modbus Poll tool, write 1 for SlaveID, 100 for Address, and 1, 2, and 3 for value. If 1 is sent, the 

project will be switched from the current project-2 to Default, and so on 
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Figure: Sending Data, Switching Engineering 

 

4.3. Other 

4.3.1. Save picture setting (DataBase) 

Click "Algorithm Editing" on the toolbar to find "Device Control"; 

Drag "Save Image" ( ) from the "Device Control" column and put it in "Branch"-"False". 

The "Enter Image" is associated with "Camera Trigger. Picture", "Save Location" is "Client" and "Save 

Type" is "NG", as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Save Image Setting 

 

Click the toolbar "System Setting"-select "Other-Save Picture Setting (DataBase)" 
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Figure: Save Picture Setting (DataBase) 

Its functions are as follows: 

1) Save the status picture of the corresponding camera 

2) Save the variable parameters in the corresponding camera algorithm module to the database 

Click the "Save Picture Setting" key, and click Add Rules to pop up the window as shown in the figure: 

As can be seen in the window, under the IP of 127.0. 0.2, enter the database name (optional), fill in the IP 

address of 127.0. 0.2, the port number is 9002, and the camera No. is 1. Select the save directory as the 

location we want to save, and select disk E here. The setting are shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Save Picture Setting Steps 

Fill in "Field Name" in the red box as shown in the following figure, that is, the name of the data 

parameter is saved. After filling in, click "Add Field". The field added here is "1". Click the white box 

below 1, click the logic in the green box, and right-click to select "Image Task. Execution Time"; 

Finally, click Save Rules to complete the setting. 
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Figure: Add Field Setting 

The picture is saved on disk E  

 

4.3.2. Authority management 

Click Permission Management to open the window as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Permission Login Window 

The super user is the super administrator user, and the default password is "112358". In the absence of a 

new user, only the super user is established. 

Enter the password to log in to the super user and enter the interface as shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Permission Management Window 

The steps of adding users and granting permissions are shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Adding Users and Permissions 

1) Click Add User 

2) Change the user name according to the requirement, which is "user*" by default 

3) Change the user password according to the requirement. The default is "123456". The password can 

only be numeric 

4) Turn on the corresponding permissions for users, so that users of different levels can operate the 

camera conveniently 

5) Click Enable Permission to open the user management mode. If you do not want to open Permission 

Management, remove the check in the Enable Permission box. 
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4.3.3. Version 

You can view operation logs and production logs, and export Excel tables. 

The following is an example of exporting to an EXCEL table: 

Assuming that X and Y of the center coordinates are to be exported to the EXCEL table, the steps are 

shown in the figure: 

 

1) Use "contour matching" and "circle measurement" to find the center of the circle, and use "data 

splitting" to separate X and Y; 

2) Use "Build String" to add two variables, and fill in ";" with X, Y and "Separator" associated with "Data 

Split" respectively (note to enter in English), as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Export EXCEL-2 

3) Use "Save Data" and "Keyword" to fill in "X; Y", which is equivalent to filling in the names of 2 

variables, with ";" separated in the middle and "data" associated with "Construct String. Results", as 

shown in the figure, and then run the program several times; 

4) Jump to “System Setting-Log”, switch the table type to “Production Log”, and check the table to 

observe the time in the table and the data under the X and Y variables, as shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Export EXCEL-3 

5) Click Export to Excel: 

A. Check "Table Name"; 

B. Click "Add to List"; 

C. Click "Select Path" to select the appropriate path; 

D. Click "Export Selected Table" and wait for the table to be exported. When the prompt "Export success" 

appears, the table export is completed. As shown in the figure: 

 

 

4.3.4 Log 

View the corresponding version number and version update information. 
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4.3.5 Translation 

 

Figure: Language Switching 

English corresponds to the Chinese translation, and change the software Chinese and English language 

interface, after the change, click Save and the power failure will take effect from the start. 

4.3.6 Real-time data 

View real-time data of algorithm information and system information. 
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5. Camera Setting 

5.1. Parameter setting 

5.1.1 Working mode 

Camera operating mode is used to set the camera photographing mode, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Camera Working Mode 

1) Trigger once: Each time the camera is triggered, it will only take a picture once. 

2) Run once: The picture is not refreshed, and the picture can be used for operator processing. 

3) Continuous operation: triggering the camera to take continuous photos 

4) Communication trigger: The camera can trigger photographing through network port, serial port and 

IO 

5) External trigger: Photographing by Hard Trigger TRIG Line 

6) Soft trigger: The camera can trigger and take photos through the network port, serial port and IO 

 

Next, we will introduce the commonly used soft triggers and external triggers. 

5.1.1.1. Soft trigger 

1. Soft triggers can be triggered and photographed through network port, serial port, IO and Mudbus 

(serial port mode is used in this example). First switch the camera operation mode to soft trigger, as 

shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Soft Trigger Mode Switching 

2. Jump to "Camera Setting-Camera Parameters-Capture Control" and switch "Trigger Source" to 
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Software. The setting are shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Soft Trigger Setti 

 

3. Camera Setting-Parameter Setting-Communication Trigger Configuration "(see 4.2.2, Serial Port 

Setting for Serial Port Setting), 

 

Figure: Communication Trigger Setting 

1) Set serial port communication 

2) Serial port event is changed to "T" here, which can be changed to other characters according to 

requirements 

3) Switch to Trigger Event 

4) Switch set to "ON" 
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4. Jump to "algorithm editing", setting as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Serial Port Event Setting 2 

The operating mode of the camera is automatically switched to "soft trigger". When receiving the 

instruction "T" sent by the external device, the camera acquires the current image and runs the algorithm 

once. 

 

5.1.2. Camera parameters 

Camera parameter setting can be divided into three parameter levels: advanced, intermediate and primary. 

Click  to set different parameter levels; Since the parameter level is 

advanced, the parameters in it include intermediate and low-level parameters, so the situation when the 

parameter level is advanced is introduced in detail in this example. 

 

5.1.2.1. Analog control 

The parameter set by the analog control is "Gain", and the imaging quality of the image is different with 

different gains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: Analog Control 
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Click on the blue box at the arrow position to set different gain values. 

 

5.1.2.2. Picture format control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1）When the horizontal flip is set to ON , the collected picture can be 

flipped along the X-axis direction; 

 

2）When the vertical flip is set to ON , the collected picture can be 

flipped along the Y-axis direction; 

 

3）Image Format: Default is Mono8 

 

 

Figure: Picture Format Control 
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5.1.2.3. Graphic control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Exposure time: If the exposure time is long, it is suitable for the situation with poor light conditions; If 

the exposure time is short, it is suitable for the situation with good light conditions; However, the 

exposure time will affect the image quality. If the exposure time is too long, the image will be too bright; 

If the exposure time is insufficient, the image will be too dark; 

 

Figure: Capture Control 
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2) Trigger mode: Turn on or off the trigger mode according to the actual situation; When the camera 

operating mode is external trigger, the trigger mode is turned on; 

3) Trigger activation mode: divided into rising edge and falling edge; Choose according to actual needs; 

 

 

4) Trigger source: It is divided into Software and Hard. When the working mode of the camera is 

"External Trigger", the trigger source needs to be modified to "Hard" . 

When the working mode of the camera is "Soft Start", the trigger source needs to be modified to 

"Software"  

 

5) Trigger delay: After receiving the trigger signal, delay the set time, then collect the image, 

 move the mouse to the blue box area, and click the left mouse key to set 

the delay time; 

6) Flash luminance 

7) Flash mode: can be set to automatic or manual mode 

8) Flash duration after capturing: that is, the duration of the flash after capturing 

9) Minimum effective external trigger time ms: the arrow in the following figure refers to the trigger time. 

We can set the minimum effective external trigger time. When the trigger signal is greater than or equal to 

the minimum effective external trigger time, the signal is an effective trigger signal. Otherwise, it is an 

invalid signal and will not be processed. 

 

Figure: Effective External Trigger Time 

10) Maximum time of external trigger interference ms: The arrow in the following figure refers to the 
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external trigger interference time, i.e. The jitter time from low level to high level. Its function is to filter. 

Normally, the maximum time of external trigger interference is set to half of the effective external trigger 

time. 

 

Figure: Maximum Time of External Trigger Interference 

5.1.2.4 Device control 

 

Figure: Device Control 

Device control is to display the manufacturer name, device signal and other information of the connected 

camera, which cannot be modified. Only in the column of "User-defined Name" can it be modified. 
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5.1.3. TEST picture switch 

TEST Picture Switch can add a folder to save pictures and perform simulation TEST with "TEST 

Simulation Enable" on. 

 

Figure: TEST Picture Switch 

1）When TEST mode is enabled to OFF , move the mouse over 

the file to be switched, double-click the mouse, and select OK to switch to the selected TEST picture, but 

the switched picture will not be updated and displayed. 

 

2）When TEST mode is enabled to ON , move the mouse over the 

file to be switched, double-click the mouse, and select OK to switch to the selected TEST picture and 

update the picture. 

 

 

3) In the interface under TEST mode enable, click the right mouse key to perform the operations of 

Update TEST Picture, Add TEST Picture Folder and Delete TEST Picture Folder  

 

Note: 

1) The resolution of the picture can be divisible by 4 

2) The format of the picture must be. Bmp 

3) When importing pictures locally, you need to right-click the interface under TEST Mode Enabled and 

select Update TEST Pictures 

4) The total number of pictures added should not be too large and the picture size should be less than 

200M, because after selecting TEST pictures, the pictures will be read into memory. 
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5.1.4 Communication trigger configuration 

Set the communication mode and command to trigger the camera to take photos. 

 

Figure: Communication Trigger Configuration 

The communication trigger configuration is divided into 1) serial port event, 2) TCP server event, 3) TCP 

customer service event, 4) IO input event, 5) Modbus event. 

 

1) Serial Port Event Communication Configuration Setting:  

1. Input Trigger Instruction in Serial Port Trigger Configuration Event 

2. Change to Trigger Event 

3. Switch set to "ON" 

 

Figure: Serial Port Event Setting 

Note: The trigger instructions cannot be all numbers. The instructions can be customized to jump to "Algorithm Edit". 
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The settings are shown in the figure: 

1. The camera working mode is changed to "soft trigger" 

2. The trigger event is changed to "Image Event" 

 

Figure: Triggering Event Setting 

Open the Cat Serial Port Debugging Assistant interface to send the set trigger command, and the number 

of executions will increase once, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Number of executions 

When the trigger event is changed to "Camera Work Startup", after the "T01" sent by the cat serial port is 

received by the camera, the working mode of the camera will be switched to the working mode when the 

camera is idle. 
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Figure: Camera Working State Switching 

2) Network port trigger communication trigger configuration setting: 

The network port triggers are divided into TCP server event and TCP customer service event: 

1. Camera is the server and TCP debugging tool is the client. 

The server port number set by the camera should be consistent with that of the TCP Debugging 

Assistant. The TCP Debugging Assistant inputs the IP and port number of the camera and clicks Connect 

Camera to communicate with the TCP Debugging Assistant 

The setting are shown in the figure: 

 

  

Figure: Sending Trigger Command 
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Jump to "Algorithm Editing" and the setting are as shown in the figure:  

1. The camera working mode is changed to "Soft Trigger" 

2. The trigger event is changed to "Image Event" 

The TCP assistant sends the TO2 camera to trigger the execution once after receiving it, and at the same 

time sends the character information in the algorithm to the TCP debugging assistant through the network 

port output. 

When the trigger event is changed to "Camera Work Start", the debugging assistant sends "T02". After the 

camera receives it, the operating mode of the camera will switch to the operating mode when the camera 

is idle. 

 

Figure: Camera Working State Switching 

2. Camera is the client and TCP debugging tool is the server. 

The camera client clicks Reset, enters TCP Debugging Assistant IP (computer local IP) and port number 

(custom setting), clicks Enable Client, 

The TCP Debug Assistant can communicate with the camera by entering the same port number and 

clicking the OK by the camera client. As shown in the figure 

 

     

Figure: Sending Trigger Command 
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Jump to "Algorithm Editing" and the setting are as shown in the figure: 1. The camera working mode is 

changed to "Soft Trigger" 

2. The trigger event is changed to "Image Event" 

 

Figure: Changing Camera Working Mode 

The TCP assistant sends the TO3 camera to trigger the execution once after receiving it, and at the same 

time sends the character information in the algorithm to the TCP debugging assistant through the network 

port output. 

When the trigger event is changed to "Camera Work Start", the debugging assistant sends "T03". After the 

camera is received, the operating mode of the camera will switch to the operating mode when the camera 

is idle. 

 

Figure: Operating Mode Switching 

3）IO Input Event Setting 

IO communication is based on 8421 code coding, which is the most commonly used BCD code. 

In this coding method, the 1 of each bit of binary code represents a fixed value, and the decimal number 

represented by the 1 of each bit is added up, and the result is the decimal number it represents. 
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Decimal: 8 4 2 1 

Corresponding Input: X4 X3 X2 X1 

Take the IO box as an example, the trigger event number is changed to 8, as shown in the figure: 

 

 

Figure: IO Triggering Event 

Jump to "Algorithm Editing" and the setting are as shown in the figure:  

1. The camera working mode is changed to "Soft Trigger" 

2. The trigger event is changed to "Image Event" 

 

Figure: Changing Camera Working Mode 
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If IO is input once, the camera will be triggered and run once. IO input can also display the current input 

IO status. 

When the trigger event is changed to "Camera Operation Start", after the camera receives the X4 input 

signal, the operating mode of the camera will switch to the operating mode when the camera is idle. 

 

Figure: Camera Working Mode Switching 

4) Modbus event trigger setting 

Modbus communication is divided into serial port Modbus communication and network port Modbus 

communication 

Modbus serial communication 

1. The camera is the slave station and Modbuspoll is the master station. 

The Modbus trigger event address is changed to 100, the trigger value is 5, and the switch is set to "ON" 

 

RTU from the front of the station, click OK 

 

Figure: RTU Slave Station 

Open Modbuspoll and click Connection Setting. The serial port setting should be consistent with the 

serial port parameters of the camera 
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Figure: Serial Port Setting 

Click Read/Write definition to set, SlaveID is 1, Address is 100, Value value is changed to trigger value 5, 

after successful connection, click Send to send it to the camera 
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Figure: Modbus Poll Setting 

Jump to "Algorithm Editing" and the setting are as shown in the figure:  

1. The camera working mode is changed to "Soft Trigger" 

2. The trigger event is changed to "Image Event" 

Modbuspolll sends a trigger value of 5 once, then the camera triggers and executes once, and the Modbus 

tool can receive the value of 5. 

Modbus interface communication 

1. The camera is the slave station and Modbuspoll is the master station. 

The Modbus trigger event address is changed to 100, the trigger value is 5, and the switch is set to "ON" 

 

Figure: Turn on Modbus Event 

On the front point of TCP server, the port number is 502 and the slave address is 1. Click OK 

 

Figure: Tcp server 

Open Modbuspoll, click Connection Setting, change the IP address to camera IP in front of TCP, port 

number is 502, and click OK as shown in the figure 
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Figure: Connection Setting 

Click Read/Write definition to set, SlaveID is 1, Address is 100. Click 0 to change the Value value to the 

trigger value of 5. After the connection is successful, click Send to send it to the camera. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jump to "Algorithm Editing" and the setting are as shown in the figure:  

 

 

 

Figure: Parameter Setting 
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1. The camera working mode is changed to "Soft Trigger" 

2. Replace Trigger Event with Image Event 

 

Figure: Changing Camera Working Mode 

Modbuspoll sends a trigger value of 5 once, then the camera triggers and executes once, and the Modbus 

tool can receive the value of 5. 

 

When the trigger event is changed to "Camera Work Start", all Modbus communication cameras will send 

the trigger value "5" when they are slave stations. After the camera receives the trigger value, the working 

mode of the camera will switch to the working state mode when the camera is idle. 

 

Figure: Camera Working State Switching 
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5.2. Calibration 

5.2.1 Camera correction 

1. When the camera field of view is relatively large, the imaging picture will be distorted, and camera 

correction can correct the distortion of the camera. 

As shown in the figure: 

 

The steps for camera correction are as follows: 

 

Figure: Camera Correction 

1) Click Collect Pictures to collect multiple picture correction data more accurately 

2) Move the position of the circle frame, and the size of the circle is just about the same as the black dot. 

3) Select several calibration plates, and the position of the calibration plates is as shown in the figure (the 

shape of white dots is standard) 

4) Select "out" of calibration parameter type 

5) Correct the focal length and select the focal length of the current lens 

6) The gray threshold value defaults to 128. When the black and white effect of the image is not obvious, 

the parameters can be debugged. The parameters are subject to the actual image 
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7) Calibrate method is selected as "radial direction" , wherein the radial 

direction is to identify the position of the circle with the inside and outside of the circle as the detection 

direction; 

8) Pixel size table , wherein that pixel size of the current camera is selecte; If the 

pixel size of the current camera does not exist in the pixel size table, you can click Add Model. After 

adding, click Save Configuration 

9) Click Save Setting after setting the parameters 

10) Turn on correction enable 

11) Click the Correction Execute key, and the corrected data will appear in the information prompt area. 

  

The correction of the camera can be realized through the above steps. 

 

5.2.2 Coordinate calibration 

Using coordinate calibration, mechanical coordinates and camera pixel coordinates can be converted. 

 

Coordinate calibration can be carried out in a variety of ways. If coordinate calibration software is needed, 

it is set as follows. 

You must first set the software to: 

Example 1: 

Step 1: 

1) Open New Calibration Project  in  -> 

 ->  and switch to Calibration Project. 

 

2) Take a gasket (usually 4 points need to be calibrated for coordinate calibration) and place the gasket on 

the manipulator, walk from the manipulator to the first point, and lower the gasket. 
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3)  ->  "Trigger once" to take a picture, (add "contour matching" and "circle 

measurement" to the logic tree. Find the center point of the circle) 

Step 2: 

1) Find Camera Setting from the toolbar, click to switch to Camera Setting, and then click Coordinate 

Calibration to switch to Coordinate Calibration 

 

2) Set Coordinate Calibration Enable to OFF  

 

3) Click “Create” to open the following interface , where you can 

set the values of Create Machine Coordinate and Create Angle Coordinate according to requirements, and 

click “OK”; 

 

4) Click Link to open the following interface 

 

Figure: Link Interface 

Click the "Link" column to set the intersection point where the data is associated with the "Algorithm 

Logic Tree". In this example, select the link point "Circle Measurement"-"Center Point"-to display the 

link information 

5) Record current global mechanical coordinates; 

6) Manually enter the coordinates of the first point, i.e. Machine X machine Y of step _1; click the "Run" 

key of "Step _1", and the pixel coordinates can be automatically obtained 
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; when cross 1 appears at the center point of the circle, the input 

of the first point is completed.  

7) Let the manipulator translate x, y; Repeat steps: first steps 2), 3); second step 6) 

8) Repeat until step _4; 

9) Return to the mechanical position and click Step 5 to run; 

10) Rotate the machine by 5 (arbitrary) degrees, and click Step 6 to run 

11) Reverse the manipulator by 10 (arbitrary) degrees, and click Step 7 to run 

12) Turn on the enable and the calibration is complete (the point of correction grab must be in the center 

of rotation of the machine) 

13) Click “System Setting”-“Project Management” in the toolbar to cut back to the original project. 

Note: 

1) Verify the accuracy: let the manipulator move a fixed distance, use the camera to shoot and calculate 

the deviation before and after moving, and compare the moving distance of the manipulator.  

2) Correction process: Keep the mechanical angle at 0  

3) After the setting is completed, it is valid for all projects  

4) Step 1 that start point should be in the center of the field of view, and the more point you create, the bet 

Example 2: 

Manual calibration: 

 

Figure: Manual Calibration 
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1) Place a piece of white paper with 4 dots in the camera field of vision; 

2) Click to enter the coordinate calibration in the camera setting; 

3) Turn off coordinate calibration enable; 

4) Move "Cross 1" by manually inputting the values of pixel X and pixel Y in step 1 or by dragging 

"Cross 1" so that "Cross 1" is in the center of the first point; 

5) Repeat the operation of 2) so that the pixel coordinates of the steps 2-4 coincide with the centers of the 

dots 2-4 on the white paper respectively, and realize the coincidence of the cross center of the steps 1-4 

and the dot centers on the white paper; 

6) Move the manipulator so that the center of the manipulator needle coincides with the center of the first 

point, and record the mechanical coordinates of the first point and manually input them into the machine 

X and the machine Y in step 1; 

7) Repeat the operation of 6) so that the needle center of the manipulator coincides with the center of the 

dots 2-4 on the white paper respectively, record the coordinates respectively, and manually input the 

coordinates into the steps 2-4; 

8) Turn on coordinate calibration enable. Complete coordinate calibration; 

 

Note: 

1) After the setting is completed, it is effective for all projects, and a "calibration setting" module needs 

to be added before the algorithm in the algorithm editing when using coordinate calibration;

 

 

2) Correction process: Keep the mechanical angle at 0; 
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5.3. Pictures 

5.3.1 Historical pictures 

1) Click "Algorithm Edit" on the toolbar 

2) Locate Device Control-Save Image and drag Save Image to the algorithm logic tree 

3) Associate "Enter Picture" with "Image Task. Picture", set "Save Location" to "Client", move the mouse 

to , click to select the save location, 

 

 

4) Set "Save Type" to NG, move the mouse to , and click to select the saving 

 

Figure: Save Image 
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type  

5) Click "System Setting"-"Historical Pictures" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In mode selection, client and camera can be selected. NG picture, OK picture; According to the setting in 

"Image Save" in the algorithm logic tree, the corresponding selection is made. 

 

6) Run the algorithm logic tree, and the saved picture can be displayed in the Picture List in the History 

Picture 

 

Figure: Showing Historical Pictures 

 

Figure: Historical Picture 
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6. Algorithm Editing 

6.1 Introduction to algorithm editing interface 

In the algorithm editing interface, operations such as algorithm logic tree can be constructed. 

 

Figure: Algorithm Editing Interface 

1）Common Toolbars 

Trigger Once : Collect a Picture 

Run Once : Run the algorithm logic tree once without collecting pictures. 

Continuous Operation : Triggers Camera to Take Continuous Photographs 

Save Original Picture : Save the collected original picture 

Save Preview Picture : Save the picture with the test results 

Algorithm Module : Move the mouse to the algorithm module, and you can choose to display or 

hide the algorithm module. 

Attribute : When selected, the Attribute column will be displayed in the algorithm process tree 
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Help : Provide help 

Communication : Perform communication setting 

Reset Zoom : The image that will be enlarged or reduced is set to the original image size. 

Lock Logic Tree : When the Logic Tree is locked, the position of the algorithm module on the 

Logic Tree cannot be moved and adjusted 

Operation Info : Operation information can be displayed 

Display Flowchart : Display the algorithm logic tree as a flowchart 

2）Algorithm module 

3）Algorithm logic tree 

4）Display pictures, draw ROI, and so on 

 

6.2 Algorithm engineering configuration 

On the Algorithm Edit page, you can configure different algorithm projects 

The project is to count the results of contour matching and output the successful results to IO. 

 

Algorithm Configuration Process: 

Step 1: 

Click "System Setting-Project Management" on the toolbar to create a new project or select the created 

project, move the mouse to the selected project, double-click the left mouse key, and select "OK" to 

switch to the corresponding project. 

Step 2: 

Click Algorithm Edit in the toolbar to jump to the Algorithm Edit page 

1) In the algorithm module, find "Locate", click "Locate"-find "Contour Matching", move the mouse to 

"Contour Matching", and hold down the mouse to drag "Contour Matching" to the algorithm logic tree, as 

shown in the following figure: 
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Figure: Contour Matching 

2) Move the mouse to "Contour Matching 1-Input Picture" in the algorithm logic tree, right-click and 

select "Picture" to associate "Input Picture" with "Image Task. Picture 

3) Move the mouse to "Template Area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool according to the 

characteristics of the template image in the "ROI" toolbar, and draw the template area range to be located 

on the image. This project selects the rectangular ROI tool to draw the template area (green rectangular 

box) in the area where the "+" is located in the image.; 

4) Move the mouse to the "Search Area" and click, select the appropriate ROI tool in the image according 

to the template image in the "ROI" toolbar, and draw the appropriate search area within the roughly 

moving range when drawing the template area on the image. In this project, select the rectangular ROI 

tool to draw a blue rectangular box in the area where the "+" may appear in the moving range in the 

image; The larger the search area, the longer the processing time of the algorithm. It is suggested to draw 

the appropriate search area according to the actual situation.. 

5) Fill in the appropriate "starting angle", "angle range", "matching value", "matching quantity", 

"matching mode" and "coordinate mode" according to the actual situation. The starting angle, angle range 

and matching quantity will affect the running time of the algorithm. The larger the value, the longer the 

running time. It is recommended to fill in the appropriate value according to the actual situation; 

6) Click the "Contour Matching Training" key to complete the contour matching setting, and "+" appears 

on the image, which indicates that the training is successful; 

7) Click the "Contour Matching Run" button to run the algorithm module separately once to obtain 

matching information.; 

8) This module can be renamed in the "Rename" field, which is helpful to understand the purpose of 

using this algorithm. 
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Step 3: 

1) Drag "Logic-Result Judgment" in the algorithm module to the position behind "Contour Match 1" in 

the algorithm logic tree, and then add "Logic-Count" and "Communication-IO Output" modules in the 

algorithm module to the True and False branches of "Result Judgment 1" 

2) Move the mouse to "Condition 01" in "Result Judgment 1", click the right mouse key, and select 

"Success" in "Condition Matching 1" to associate "Condition 01" with "Success"; 

3) The "Judgment Method" and "Condition Quantity" in "Result Judgment 1" can be set according to the 

actual requirements of the project; 

4) In the "True" branch of "Result Judgment 1", "Count 1" can count the number of successful contour 

matching training, and "IO Output 1" can output the result in the corresponding channel; 

5) In the "False" branch of "Result Judgment 1", "Count 2" can count the number of failures in contour 

matching training, and "IO Output 2" can output the result in the corresponding channel; 

6) Click "Run" to run the algorithm project. 

Note: For the description of other algorithm modules, please refer to the algorithm specification and the 

algorithm configuration method, please refer to the contents of this chapter. 
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7. Configuration Editing 

7.1 Introduction to configuration interface 

Configuration editing can modify the customized preview interface and add parameters, logo, tables, 

function keys, etc. to the interface. The configuration editing interface is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Configuration Edit Interface 

1) Common toolbar: perform some adjustment operations such as interface saving and alignment; 

2) Draw toolbar: tool usage, page modification, increase or decrease, etc.; 

3) Draw area: edit the interface, adding parameters, logo, tables, function keys, etc. to the interface; 

4) Attribute: the attribute of the tool; 

7.2. Tools 

7.2.1 Window Tools 

The window tool modifies the custom preview interface and adds parameters, logo, tables, function 

keys, etc. to the interface. The configuration control is shown in the figure: (There is an example later) 
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Most controls have three adjustable parameters: data connection, property and style. 

 

1) Data connection: Associates the control with the data in the 

algorithm edit. 

2) Setting: the specific function of the control. 

3) Style: You can modify the font, color, border, fill, transparency, shape and other styles of the control. 

(Style will not be introduced below, you can try to operate it yourself.) 

 

7.2.1.1. Key controls 

Drag "Key Control" to the drawing area, right-click the control, and select "Setting" to enter as shown in 

the figure: 

 

Figure: Control List 

 

Figure: Control Parameters 
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The main functions of the key control are as follows: 

1) Switch Interface 

2) Function call 

3) Event Management 

4) Module Configuration 

 

1) Switch Pages 

As shown in the figure, there are initially four configuration editing pages (a new page detail reference 

page can be created). As the name implies, the switching interface function is used to switch these 

interfaces. 

 

Figure: Page 

As shown in the figure, drag out three key controls, set the three keys respectively, and click Save to jump 

to different interfaces in the preview interface. The operation mode is as follows: 

1) Select one of the key controls with the mouse and right-click the icon to select setting; 

2) Select Switch Pages in the pop-up window, select Information View.xml from the Page Name 

drop-down, and enter Information Viewing from Text; 

3) Password can be enabled according to requirements. If enabled is selected, the control needs to enter a 

 

Figure: Key Control 
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password every time you click the button to work. It is not enabled by default here, and click OK.; 

4) According to the above steps, set the remaining two key controls, jump to "Parameter Setting" and 

"Detection Information" respectively, and save data. 

5) Switch back to the preview interface, and the final effect is as shown in the figure: page switching is 

shown. Click the newly created three key controls to jump. To return to the original page, create another 

key control to switch the page. 

 

2）Function Call 

The function call is mainly used to stimulate the working state of the camera. As shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Function Call Interface 

1) Click Effect: Double-click to switch between two function states; click to only have one function state; 

2) Device: Select and control that state of a certain camera; 

3) Status: The camera has five functional states, namely TrrigerOnce, StartRun, StartStop, 

OpenRealTimeImage and CloseRealTimeImage; 

4) Status Text: Text displayed in the corresponding status; 

5) : Write camera state; 

6) Password Enable: Password can be enabled according to requirements. If Enable is selected, password 

must be entered every time key control is clicked to function. 

Next, the key control is used to control the continuous operation and stop operation of the camera. As 

shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Function Call Setting 

1) Select "Double Click" for "Click Effect" (if TrrigerOnce, click is recommended); 

2) Select "1" for "Device" (if there are multiple cameras, they must be selected accordingly); 

3) "Status" selects "StartRun" and "StopRun" respectively; 

4) Click  to write that camera state respectively; 

5) The "Status" text is written into "Open Continuous Acquisition" and "Close Continuous Acquisition" 

respectively (any statement can be filled in as required); 

6) Password can be enabled according to the requirement. If enabled is selected, the control needs to enter 

a password every time you click the key to function. It is not enabled by default here, and click “OK”. 

     

Figure: Function Call TEST 

3) Event Management 

It is used for previewing the interface to call the algorithm module. The usage is shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Event Management Setting 

1) "Algorithm Edit Interface" is dragged into "Count" (here is only an example, and any operator can be 

dragged into according to requirements); 

2) "Status Text" is filled with "Count +1" (other items can be filled according to requirements); 

3) Select "1" for "Camera Number" (if there are multiple cameras, they must be selected accordingly); 

4) Select "Count 1" from "Algorithm Editing Interface" for "Module Name"; 

5) Select "Run" from "Method Name"; 

6) Click  to write that function; 

7) Password can be enabled according to the requirement. If enabled is selected, the password must be 

entered every time you click the control to work. It is not enabled by default here, and click “OK”. 

 

Figure: Event Management TEST 

If "Local Configuration" is called, after the control is triggered, the following figure will pop up: Local 

Configuration Window (see 3.1.3 Local Configuration for details): 
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Figure: Local Configuration Window 

If "Algorithm Module Configuration" is called, after the control is triggered, the following figure will pop 

up: Algorithm Module Configuration Window; 

 

Figure: Algorithm Module Configuration Window 

To use this module, you need to operate. Select the algorithm on the toolbar to edit and operate as shown 

in the figure: 

       

Figure: Turn on "Display Skip" 

1) Select "Contour Match 1" with the left mouse key 

2) Select Attribute 

3) Click the Show Skip slider 
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4) Repeat the above operations for "Circle Measurement 1" and "Save Image 1 

After the operation, return to the preview interface again and click "Detection Function" to open the 

pop-up window as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: After Processing "Detection Function" 

If the skip enable of "Contour Matching 1" is turned on and skip is turned on, the algorithm processing 

will not go through contour matching positioning in the future, and the difference is shown in the figure. 

  

Figure: Skipping "Contour Matching" 

 

7.2.1.2. Digital controls 

Numeric controls are used to display and write numeric data. The setting method is shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Digital Control Setting Method 

1) Drag out the numeric control and right-click to select the data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, and right-click {b Value}, and select the jump-out {b clear} to 

empty the line; 

3) Click "Logic"; 

4) Click “Number of Execution Times “(only yellow lines are optional) to exit the interface and complete 

the setting. 

After the setting of the digital control is completed, jump to the preview interface to display and write 

digital data, as shown in the figure: 

7.2.1.3. Label control 

Label controls are used to display data. The setting method is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Label Control Setting Method 
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1) Drag out the label control and right-click to select the data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, right-click Text, and select "clear" to empty the line; 

3) Click "Logic"; 

4) Click “Number of Execution Times “(only yellow lines are optional) to exit the interface and complete 

the setting. 

The label control has another function to display the input text, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Display input text 

1) Drag into the label control, double-click the text option on the right, and enter text. 

7.2.1.4. Multi-status label control 

The multi-state label control is used for display and is an extension of the label control. The control has 

two representations, Bool type and variable type (only string type variables can be associated). 

1) Bool type 

Drag out the multi-state label control, select the properties, and set the method as shown in the figure: 

      

Figure: Bool Setting 
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1) Select "Bool Type"; 

2) The conditions are 'True' and 'False', respectively; 

3) When "Text" is in the state of "True" and "False", the prompted text will be displayed; 

4) When Color is True and False, the text color of the prompt is displayed. 

 

After the setting is completed, click Edit (after setting "True" and "False", click "Edit" respectively). The 

associated data method is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Multi-state Label Control Associated Data 

 1) Click the line as shown in the figure, and right-click “Dynamic Attribute “to select the jump-out 

“clear “to empty the line; 

2) Click "Logic"; 

3) Right-click “Successful Boolean “(only yellow line is an optional type) to exit the interface and 

complete the setting. 

 

After the setting is completed, jump to the preview interface, as shown in the figure: 

2) Variable 

Drag out the multi-state label control, select the properties, and set the method as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Bool Display 
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Figure: Variable Type Setting 

1) Select "Variable Type"; 

2) "Quantity input" is entered into "3" (quantity can be entered at will); 

3) As shown in the figure, they are No.s "1", "2" and "3", input criteria "A", "B" and "C", and input text 

"This is A", "This is B" and "This is C". Finally, select color to distinguish them, and click "Edit" 

respectively to complete the setting. 

After the setting is completed, jump to the preview interface, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Variable Display 

 

7.2.1.5. Drop-down menu control 

Drop-down menu controls are used to associate multiple options in the operator. The setting method is 

shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Drop-down menu control setting 

1) Drag out the drop-down menu control and right-click to select a data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, and right-click [Drop-down Menu], and select [clear] to empty 

the line; 

3) Click "Logic"; 

4) Click "Trigger Event Drop-down Menu" (only yellow lines are optional) to exit the interface and 

complete the setting. 

 

After the drop-down menu control is set, jump to the preview interface, as shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Drop-down menu displays 

 

7.2.1.6. Switch controls 

The switch control is used to force 'True' or 'False' on Bool variables. The setting method is shown in the 

figure: 

1) Drag the switch control and right-click to select the data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, and right-click “Switch Status “to select the jump-out “clear “to 

empty the line; 

3) Click "Logic"; 

4) Click "A Boolean" (only yellow lines are optional) to exit the interface and complete the setting. 

 

After the setting is completed, observe the preview interface and algorithm editing interface, and the 

status of "A", as shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Switch Control Display 

7.2.1.7. LED control 

The LED control is used to display the Bool variable status. The setting method is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: LED Control Setting 

1) Drag out the LED control and right-click to select the data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, and right-click {b Status}, and select {b clear} to empty the line; 

3) Click "Logic"; 

4) Click "A Boolean" (only yellow lines are optional) to exit the interface and complete the setting. 

After the setting is completed, observe the preview interface and algorithm editing interface, and the 
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status of "A", as shown in the figure:   

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: LED control display 

7.2.1.8. Marquee control 

The marquee control is used to display text. The setting method is shown in Figure A.12-31: 

 

Figure: Marquee Control Setting 
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1) Drag out the racing lantern control and right-click to select properties; 

2) Enter "1" for "Text Quantity", select "1" for "No.", and "Label Name" defaults (text quantity can be 

entered as required). Click Edit to modify "Effect" in the attribute box on the right to change the 

performance status of the marquee lantern; 

3) Right-click the racing lantern control again, select properties, right-click "LedText1", and select "clear" 

to empty the row; 

4) Click “System Setting”; 

5) Click “Date and Time “(only yellow line is an optional type) to exit the interface and complete the 

setting. 

 

After the setting is completed, observe the preview interface and the algorithm editing interface, as shown 

in the figure: 
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7.2.1.9. Picture control 

Picture controls are used to load pictures. The setting method is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Picture Control Setting 

1) Drag out the racetrack lamp control, right-click to select Load Picture, and then load the desired 

picture; 

2) After loading the picture, you can change the "background transparent" state on the right, and the final 

result is shown in the figure. 

 

7.2.1.10. Edit box control 

The edit box control is used to preview interface input text. The setting method is shown in the figure: 

1) Drag out the edit control; 

2) Jump to the preview interface and enter the required text in the edit box.
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7.2.1.11. Slider control 

The slider control is used to quickly change parameters. The setting method is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Slider Control Setting 

1) Drag out the slider control and right-click to select a data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, and right-click {b Value}, and select the jump-out {b clear} to 

empty the line; 

3) Click "Logic"; 

4) Click “Low Threshold Number “(only yellow line is optional) to exit the interface and complete the 

setting. 

After the setting is completed, observe the preview interface and the algorithm editing interface, and 

observe the "low threshold", as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Slider Control Display 
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7.2.1.12. Pie chart control 

The pie chart control is used to display multiple sample percentage parameters. The setting method is 

shown in the figure: 

1) Drag out the pie chart control and right-click to select properties; 

2) Select and enter "2" for "Quantity", enter "OK Proportion" in "No. 1" and "NG Proportion" in "No. 2", 

and the remaining parameters can be modified by themselves (multiple quantities can be entered 

according to requirements to display the proportion of different samples); 

3) Right-click the pie chart control, select data connection, right-click OK Proportion and NG Proportion, 

and select clear to empty the row; 

4) Click "Logic"; 

5) Select "Quantity Number" in "Count 1" and "Count 2" respectively (only yellow lines are optional), 

exit the interface and complete the setting. 

After the setting is completed, observe the preview interface and the algorithm editing interface, as shown 

in the figure: 

 

Figure: Pie Chart Display 

7.2.1.13. Percentage control 

The percentage control is used to display the percentage parameters for a single sample. The setting are 

shown in the figure: 
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Chart Percentage Control Setting 

1) Drag the percentage control and right-click to select a data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, right-click Data, and select clear to empty the line; 

3) Click "System Information"; 

4) Click "CUP Usage Rate" (only yellow lines are optional) to exit the interface and complete the setting. 

After the setting is completed, observe the preview interface, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Percentage Control Display 
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7.2.1.14. Universal control 

Universal controls can associate any data and become the most suitable control form for different data 

types. The setting are shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Universal Control Setting 

1) Drag out the Universal Control and right-click to select a data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, and right-click Value, and select the jump-out clear to empty the 

line; 

3) Click "Logic"; 

4) Click “Number of Execution Times” (only yellow lines are optional) to exit the interface and complete 

the setting. 

After the setting is completed, observe the preview interface (and the form of other associated data), as 

shown in the figure: 
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Figure: Universal Control Display 

7.2.1.15. Engineering switch control 

The Project Switch control is used to quickly switch projects. The setting method is shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Project Switch Control Setting 
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1) Drag out the project switch control and right-click to select a data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, right-click Engineering Parameters, and select "clear" to empty 

the line; 

3) Click “System Setting”; 

4) Click "ManualSwitchProject" (only yellow lines are optional) to exit the interface and complete the 

setting. 

 

After the setting is completed, observe the preview interface, as shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Project Switch Control Display 
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7.2.1.16. Warning information control 

The warning information control is used to display system warning information. The setting are shown in 

the figure: 

 

Figure: Warning Information Control 

1) Drag out the control to save the configuration editing interface; 

2) Jump to the preview interface.
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7.2.1.17. Camera status control 

The camera status control is used to observe whether the camera is properly connected. The setting are 

shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Camera Status Control 

1) Drag out the control to save the configuration editing interface; 

2) Jump to the preview interface. The green indicator indicates that the camera is normally connected and 

the red indicator indicates that the camera is disconnected.
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7.2.1.18. Image control 

Image controls are used to display pictures captured by the camera. The setting method is shown in the 

figure: 

 

Figure: Image Control Setting 

1) Drag out the image control and right-click to select a data connection; 

2) Click the line as shown in the figure, and right-click Picture and Image Task, and select the jump-out 

Clear to empty the line; 

3) Click "Logic"; 

4) Relating the "picture" and "image task" in the step 2) respectively, exiting the interface and completing 

the setting. 

After saving, the image control will be displayed in the preview interface, and there will be four keys on 

the side as shown in the red box:  

 

Figure: Image Control Display 
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1) Filtering: You can specify that the algorithm module ROI is not displayed 

2) Save the original picture: Save the original picture to the specified directory 

3) Save the preview picture: Save the preview picture to the specified directory 

4) Edit ROI: Quickly edit the ROI size in the image window 

7.2.2. Graphic tools 

There are also graphic tools in the tool that can be used to draw, add some graphics and improve the 

interface effect, as shown in the figure: 

(Please try the specific usage method of graphic tools yourself and will not be introduced too much.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.3. Page tools 

Configuration editing can create new pages to switch multiple pages. As shown in the figure: 

 

Figure: Creating a New Page 

 

Figure: List of Graphic Tools 
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1) Click “Page”, right-click in the blank space, and select “New File”; 

2) Enter the new page name in the pop-up window, enter "NEW" here, and then confirm (you can enter 

any name according to requirements); 

3) The final page effect is shown in the figure. You can add any control and graphic tools to the page. 

 

7.4. Object selection 

 

Figure: Creating a New Page 

Each tool used in the drawing area can be found in the object selection, and some tools that cannot 

be found due to coincidence can be selected for editing. 
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